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Listenwise Named Best Learning Resources by Association of American Publishers

Listenwise won a REVERE Award for the supplemental classroom resources category for news and current issues.

Boston, MA; March 27, 2017 – Listenwise is honored to announce that Listenwise Premium won a REVERE Award in the supplemental classroom resources category for news and current issues. In the company of a diverse group of innovative and rich educational resources, Listenwise’s win shows the exceptional quality of the product which was designed to build student listening skills and keep teaching connected to the real world.

For more than 50 years, the REVERE Awards (Recognizing Valuable Educational Resources) have identified the best content for educating learners on any platform – print, digital, or blended. The REVERE Awards evaluation process is rigorous with both educator and industry professional judges evaluating each entry. This year’s finalists and winners, extensively vetted by educators and learning resource industry professionals, are exciting and engaging products that include classroom resources, whole curriculum, magazines, and integrated marketing campaigns.

“Being honored for producing an outstanding learning resource is a prestigious and special achievement for Listenwise. By bringing public radio to the classroom we strive to create content that creates meaningful educational experiences for middle and high school students. By winning a REVERE Award, Listenwise Premium is highlighted as a product that does just that, and helps ALL students learn.” Says Monica Brady-Myerov, Founder and CEO of Listenwise.

Listenwise harnesses the power of active listening to advance literacy and learning in all students. Listenwise Premium pairs curriculum aligned podcasts and public radio with learning tools and listening comprehension assessments to transform them into rigorous academic content. With a daily current event posted every weekday, Listenwise keeps learning relevant and accessible to connect to global and local news within classrooms. Podcasts and public radio bring authenticity to the classroom through real world topics that elevate listening skills.

REVERE Award winners will be honored on May 25 at a special awards dinner, AAP Celebrates the Golden Lamp Awards and the Lamplighter Honors, held at the annual Content in Context (CIC)
conference in Philadelphia. CIC provides practical, actionable insights on content, marketing, and business strategy for learning companies.

Find out more about the REVERE Awards on Twitter using @REVEREAwards and #REVEREAwards. A full list of REVERE Awards winners can be found here.

The REVERE Awards categories:

- **Classroom:** For resources used during school
- **Beyond the Classroom:** For resources used for informal learning opportunities
- **Magazines:** For periodical content in all media
- **Integrated Marketing:** For education product marketing campaigns
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**About Listenwise**

Listenwise is an award-winning listening comprehension platform. We harness the power of listening to advance literacy and learning in all students. Our collection of podcasts and public radio keeps teaching connected to the real world and builds student listening skills at the same time. The curriculum aligned podcasts are paired with learning tools and listening comprehension assessments to transform them into rigorous academic content. Students are motivated by the interesting real world stories, and Listenwise provides the literacy supports and differentiated instruction necessary for diverse classrooms including ELLs and reluctant readers. Find more information at: listenwise.com

**About the Association of American Publishers**

The Association of American Publishers (AAP) represents nearly four hundred member organizations including major commercial, digital learning, education and professional publishers alongside independents, non-profits, university presses and scholarly societies. We represent the publishing industry's legislative, regulatory, and trade priorities regionally, nationally and worldwide. These include copyright and related intellectual property rights, piracy and enforcement strategies, digital growth and related business models, funding for education and libraries, fair tax and trade policies, and freedom of expression and literacy debates.